
iServer Portal
Allows users to share their repository content (models and documentation) 
online with the rest of the enterprise, improving engagement and increasing 
the visibility and buy-in to the work each team is doing.

iServer HTML Publisher
Create interactive websites (“publications”) by publishing repository content 
to HTML, increasing the visibility of content and enhancing collaboration 
across the enterprise. The module offers full cross-platform support including 
phones, tablets, and desktops, so anyone in the organization can be reached 
whether in the office or on the move.

iServer Live Documents 
With this module, users can quickly generate customized, repository 
based documentation within the familiar Microsoft Word environment. The 
documents also refresh whenever the source material is changed, greatly 
reducing the time taken for teams to produce key deliverables.

iServer Reporting Services
iServer’s reporting engine is built upon Microsoft SQL Reporting Services, 
Microsoft’s standard reporting platform. This means business users can 
leverage existing skillsets to quickly and easily generate reports and engage 
the wider business.

Communication Modules
Share repository content with key stakeholders and the wider business
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iServer Data Exchange
Easily load large quantities of data into the repository from Excel or XML 
sources through an easy to use import wizard. This bulk-import facility ensures 
huge time-saving when populating the repository, and minimizes the manual 
effort needed to keep iServer in sync with  
other tools.

iServer Process Simulator
Allows users to create powerful process simulations from models created 
in Microsoft Visio, the modeling interface for iServer. This provides risk-free 
animated visualizations which allow analysts to determine precisely which 
processes and scenarios will provide the best results for the organization.

iServer BPM Connect
Allows users to export Visio process diagrams for import and execution within 
a Business Process Management Suite (BPMS). This facilitates the automation 
of business processes modeled within iServer. Available from 2015.

iServer SAP Connect 
Creates a bi-directional interface between iServer and SAP Solution Manager 
for the interchange of business processes, transactions and documentation, 
accelerating SAP implementations and upgrades by making use of iServer’s 
powerful modeling interface, web-based communication and reporting 
capabilities. 

iServer Data Modeler Connect
Bridge the gap between Data Modeling experts and Architects by integrating 
data models with iServer via Microsoft Visio. Data Modeler Connect not 
only saves times and eliminates duplication of effort but also eliminates 
discrepancies between the data and architecture domains.

iServer BI Connect
Allows organizations to leverage the iServer repository as an additional data 
source for their existing Business Intelligence toolset, enabling stakeholders to 
browse iServer data dynamically for data discovery and ad-hoc reporting, via 
configurable dashboards in the third party BI tool.

Integration Modules
Connect with established Management Systems and legacy tools
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